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Abstract
Clock skew and delay characteristics associated with
practical registers are signi$cant factors affecting the retiming of synchronous circuits. Although work recently reported using branch and bound techniques offers a means
for effective retiming taking these factors into account, the
computational complexity involved is substantially greater
than that associated with less general retiming algorithms
that use standard linear programming methods. This paper presents suflcient conditions among values of localized
clock skew and register characteristics which permit the retiming process to be achieved with a considerable reduction
in computational complexity. The application of these conditions to some practical synchronous circuits is illustrated.

1 Introduction
Retiming is a technique used to increase the clock frequency of a synchronous digital pipelined system [ 1-81,
The locations of the registers are chosen so as to minimize
the clock period while preserving the system function and
latency. Although retiming can achieve a lower clock period, existing retiming algorithms do not incorporate practical circuit issues, such as variable register delay, clock
skew, and interconnect delay. In an actual integrated circuit, each register receives a clock signal with a delay. The
differences between the delays of the clock signals at a pair
of sequentially-adjacent registers is the clock skew. These
clock skews may create paths with net negative path delays,
creating race conditions. By incorporating localized clock
skew into retiming, a more accurate and reliable estimation
of the register locations can be determined.
The authors of this paper introduced the concept of
integrating these timing characteristics into the retiming
process [3-51. In that work, retiming is predicated on
solving a set of nonlinear inequalities consisting of multiple
choices. Although that retiming algorithm 13-51 permits the
synthesis of synchronous circuits that are more accurate
and reliable by including clock distribution, interconnect,
and register delays, the computational requirements can be
substantial when applied to large VLSI circuits.
In this paper, it is shown that by placing certain constraints on the path delays in a synchronous circuit, the
multiple choice nonlinear inequalities can be eliminated,
permitting the retiming problem with restricted path delays

to be converted into a standard linear programming problem. Therefore, commonly used techniques for solving the
linear programming problem, such as Bellman-Ford 191, can
be applied to solve this set of inequalities, thereby requiring
significantly less computational time. Furthermore, these
restrictions on the path delays can be satisfied by changing
the clock distribution network rather than the data path and
in a way that minimally affects the overall system.
The paper is organized as follows. The path delay
constraints are provided in Section 2. The feasibility of
these constraints to practical circuits is discussed in Section
3. Experimental results comparing the run time of the
constrained path delay with the unconstrained path delays
are provided in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

2 Path Delay Monotonicity Constraints
As described in 13-51, in order to integrate clock distribution, interconnect, and register delays into the retiming process, Register Electrical Characteristics (RECs)
are attached to the edges of the graph representation
of the synchronous circuit. Each REC takes the form
TCD: Tset-up/Tc--tQ
- T I n t l / T I n t z . TCDis the clock
delay from the global clock source to each register, TSetWup
is the time required for the data at the input of a register io
latch, Tc-0 is the time required for the data to appear at
the output of the register upon arrival of the clock signal,
and T I n t l and Tlnt2are the interconnect delay before and
after the register along an edge.
The algorithm RETSAM [ 5 ] ,based on branch and bound
techniques, is capable of including arbitrary register properties and arbitrary clock delays. In the event, however,
that the design freedom permits the simultaneous consideration of the REC delay values and localized clock skews
as part of an integrated retiming-clock distribution network
design process, then, assuming certain conditions can be
satisfied, the increased accuracy of the retiming process can
be maintained with a substantial reduction in computational
complexity. In this section, the conditions to be applied to
the REC values and the localized clock skews to achieve a
computationally efficient retiming are introduced.
) the path ei 6 e j is
The path delay T p ~ ( i , j of
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where
j > is the total logic delay between edges ei
and e j , including the interconnect delay of ihe zero weight
edges along the path ei .*..t e j . The clock skew Tskew
between two sequentially-adjacent ei and e j is defined as

9
5 iu

Figure 1: An example graph in which the sub-path p l has a delay greater
than its original path p due to negative clock skew between registers.

1. Place a register between the initial and the terminal
) , clock skew between registers
If T c ~ ( j>) T c ~ ( i the
edges, since a shorter path may have a smaller delay
i and j is defined as being negative. Negative clock skew.
(or a short path may have a larger delay).
occurs if the initial clock signal leads the final clock signal
Remove the initial edge so that the path beconies
) , clock skew
of a local data path. If T c D ( ~<)T c D ( ~the
longer (more edges and vertices). This longer path
between registers i and j is positive. Positive clock skew
may have a smaller delay.
occurs if the initial clock signal lags the final clock signal of
3. Remove the terminal edge so that the path beconies
a local data path. In the case that Tcr,(j)equals T c ~ ( i ) ,
longer. This longer path may have a smaller delay.
the clock skew is zero.
Conditions 2 and 3 are required since the data path delays
Positive clock skew increases the path delay of a local
are completely arbitrary and any of these conditions may
data path, potentially making its local data path a critical
possibly remove the undesirable path. Due to these three
path, whereas negative clock skew may improve circuit
inequalities that are considered, the retiming problem with
speed in critical paths [10-12], however, it may also create
arbitrary clock and variable register delays requires solviing
negative path delays, resulting in race conditions. Race
a set of inequalities in the form of
conditions are caused by clocking a register before the

.

relevant data is successfully latched. A race condition
occurs if the skew is negative and greater in magnitude
than the total local data path delay [1(1-13]. Those paths
with negative delay are called short paths [13]. Similarly.
a long path designates those paths with a delay greater than
the desired clock period of the circuit.
In practical integrated circuits, variations in clock delay between widely separated registers may create clock
skews which can drastically affect circuit operation. An
observation of (1) is that arbitrary clock skews (i.e., negative clock skews) and register delays may cause longer
data paths (paths with more edges and vertices) to have
less delay than shorter data paths (paths with less edges
and vertices). Therefore, unless constraints are placed on
the possible clock delays, the data path delays are arbitrary
and can quite possibly be negative. Thus, a sub-path p l
of a longer path p (composed of added edges and vertices)
may have a delay greater than path p . An example graph in
which this occurs is depicted in Figure 1. In this graph, the
sub-path p l has a delay greater than path p . The primary
cause is due to the effect of negative clock skew or to the
delay of the newly placed register being smaller than the
delay of the original register, effectively subtracting delay
from the local data path p . The sub-path pl will therefore
have greater delay (or the longer path p will have less delay). In the specific example shown in Figure l, sub-path
p l is 1 time unit (tu) greater than path p . This 1 tu difference results from the negative clock skew between edges
e l and e 2 , i.e., TSkew(el,ez) = 3 - 8 = -5 tu.
When a sub-path of a larger path has a greater delay,
there are three choices for removing that path:

2.-

2. -

aij

or

xk - xi

5 bij

or x, - x,

5 cij. ( 3 )

Since these three conditions are used in RETSAM, standard
linear programming techniques are not possible due to ithe
boolean or operation [ 5 ] , thereby resulting in the multiplechoice inequalities shown in (3).
A strategy to improve the time efficiency of the retiming
algorithm is to place certain temporal constraints on ithe
clock delays to guarantee that a sub-path p l of a larger
path p will always have a larger delay, thereby removing
the aforementioned conditions 2 and 3. By removing these
conditions, the remaining inequalities are linear in the form
of xi - xj 5 a i j , since no boolean or operation is being
performed, permitting the use of the standard Bellman-Ford
method.
In Figure 2, a path with three registers and two vertices
with delays d(w,) and d(wb) is depicted. For this path consisting of three registers, i, j , and k , necessary conditions
for monotonically increasing path delays (smaller delays for
sub-paths of larger paths) are

~~~

Figure 2: A path p with 3 registers and 2 vertices.

T P D ( i ,k )

L

T P D ( j ,k ) .

To provide insight into how these inequalities are created,
consider the graph of Figure 1. In this figure, (4) can be
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used to ensure that the sub-paths p l and p2 each have a
delay less than the longer path p . More generally, (4)
ensures that paths ei v* ej and e j -+ ek each have a delay
less than the longer path ei v* e k .
Defining TREG(U)
and T R E G ( b ) as the total set-up and
clock-to-(2 delays of edges a and b, respectively,

TREG(~1
) TSet--up(a)
T R E G ( b ) = TSet-up(b)

+ ‘E-+Q(u), ( 5 )
+ Tc-+Q(b),

the following inequalities are obtained from (1) and (5).

data path delays are sufficient for computationally inexpensive retiming. For computational efficiency, retiming is
best performed on a properly designed clock distribution
network in which the negative clock skew of a local data
path does not exceed the maximum tolerance of that path,
as determined by (IO). This strategy therefore does not
verify the existence of race conditions but instead assumes
that all race conditions have been eliminated a priori.
If (9) is satisfied, a clock distribution network which permits computationally efficient retiming is possible. Equations (8) and (9) can be rewritten as

T c ~ ( b-)T c D ( ~ )5 ~ ( ab ), ,
TcD(~
- )T c D ( b ) 5 T(a, b).
Assume a path with two edges a and b, and a vertex
between these edges. The following condition is required to
ensure monotonically increasing path delays with increasing
path length,

(11)

where T(a, b ) is the “positive clock skew tolerance of the
local data path ei
ej” and can be calculated as
-+

C -Tc+Q(~
-)T I n t Z ( a ) d(va) - T ~ e t - u p ( b ) - T’ntl(b).

T(a,b)

(12)

3 Example of Monotonicity Constraints
Equation (7) sets a lower limit on the delay of a local
data path to ensure that only one inequality is required.
There is also an upper limit that can be defined as

where C is the maximum pemitted clock period of the
circuit. This upper limit is used to guarantee that each local
data path has a delay smaller than the maximum permitted
clock period of the synchronous circuit.
Since TPD( a , 6 ) depends on the clock delays driving
the initial and final registers of the local data path between
edges e , and e b , (7) is a constraint which is imposed on the
clock distribution network. Equation (7) can be expanded
-into (9), which describes the specific constraint on the
individual clock delays.

An example of the application of these conditions on
the clock delays to a practical circuit is considered in this
section. The digital correlator presented by Leiserson-Saxe
[l] is used as an example circuit. The logic elements on
the vertices q , 02, 03, and 214 are comparators and are
modeled as XNOR gates with a nominal delay value of
3.5 ns. The logic elements on vertices v5, 216, and 217 are
full adders with a nominal delay value of 4.0 ns. Typical
register set-up and clock-to-(2 times of 4.0 ns and 3.0 ns are
used. Interconnect delays, TIntl and T I n t 2 , are assumed to
each be 1.4 ns, approximately 20% of the register delays.
Zero clock skew is initially assumed to predict the negative
clock skew tolerance of a path.
For edges eo and e l , the register delays are

r ( a , 6 ) denotes a constant depending only on the REC parameters attached to edges U and b. r ( ~b,) can be calculated

from (10) and is the “negative clock skew tolerance of the
local data path from edge a to edge b.”

The clock skew of any local data path cannot be more
negative than the clock skew tolerance of that local data
path. An observation of (7) is that strictly positive local

e lo) ,2 ~ ~ T R E G ( ~T Ro E)G ,( ~ I ) } ,
From (71, T P D ( ~
which is satisfied, since 13.3 ns 2 7.0 ns. These conditions are satisfied for all the other paths in the digital
correlator. Therefore, as long as the clock skew is zero, (7)
is satisfied, and the digital correlator has monotonically increasing path delays throughout the entire circuit. Now, let
T , k e w ( e o , e l ) = T c D ( e 0 ) - T c D ( e 1 ) in the correlator be
negative. Positive clock skew is not considered here since
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it does not affect the monotonicity constraint. Applying
negative clock skew, the inequalities become
T.kew(eO,

el)

+ 13.3 ns 2 7 ns + TSkew 2 -6.3 ns

Thus, the negative clock skew tolerance of the local data
path is 6.3 ns. A methodology for designing clock distribution networks based on non-zero localized clock skew
is described in [14]. Algorithms and circuit delay models
are provided for implementing the topology and circuit elements within a clock distribution network such that the
specific monotonicity constraints can be satisfied.

4 Comparison of Computational Complexity
Diverse strategies have been used to design clock distribution networks which in turn effect the localized clock
skews. To accomodate arbitrarily selected values of localized clock skew in the retiming process with real register
characteristics, retiming approaches, such as RETSAM [ 5 ] ,
seem indicated. The foregoing results, however, indicate
that the use of the monotonicity constraints in (1 1) enables
the retiming process to use standard linear programming
techniques (OPT2 in [ 11) which require much less computational time. As an illustration of some differences in the
computation times using the two approaches for specifying
the clock delays, several retiming computations were made.
The structures of the synchronous circuits were taken from
the MCNC benchmark circuits [15] with the same REC
characteristics and are compared in Table 1.
The initial four columns describe the properties of the
modified benchmark circuits. These properties are 1) the
name of the benchmark example as it appears in the MCNC
archive, 2) the number of edges and 3) vertices in the
graph of each circuit, and 4) the latency of the circuit.
The fifth and sixth columns contain the minimum clock
period of the retimed circuit with and without restricted
path delays, respectively. As is shown in Table 1, by using
standard linear programming methods rather than branch
and bound algorithms, the run time of the retiming process
is significantly enhanced.

5 Conclusions
Path delay monotonicity constraints are presented in this
paper to permit the use of standard linear programming
methods for solving the retiming problem with electricall
delay information, such as localized clock skew and variable register delay. The feasibility of these constraints to
practical circuits is discussed. Noteworthy is the degree to
which the design of the clock distribution network and the
retiming process are inextricably intertwined.
A branch and bound based algorithm for solving the general retiming problem which considers electrical information has been demonstrated on MCNC benchmark circuits
and compared with standard linear programming methods
to solve the retiming problem for circuits with constrained
path delays. It is observed that by constraining the path
delays, run times are significantly improved by up to three
orders of magnitude for the tested circuits belonging to the
MCNC benchmark set. The improvement in computational
efficiency increases with increasing circuit size.

Table 1: Comparison of the CPU times of the retiming
algorithm with constrained and unconstrained path delays
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